PLANS FOR 2011

- Recruitment and Retention
- Regular Drills and Training
- Continue Station up-keep and maintenance
- Replace A-807
- Identify additional revenue sources
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**Strengths**

- Active Volunteer Membership
- Financially Stable
- Good working relationship with Career Personnel
- Good relationship with the Town of Riverdale Park and the community
- Good relationship with Prince George’s County

**Accomplishments**

- Recipient of two AFG grants
  - Refurbishment of E-807B
- Vehicle Exhaust System
- Emergency Station Generator
- Physical Fitness Equipment
- In process for two additional AFG grants
  - Refurbishment of TW-807
  - Sprinkler and Fire Alarm System for Station
- Purchased New Apparatus—E-807

**Challenges**

- Record number of incidents for 2010
  - Engine—1702
  - Tower—491
  - Ambulance—2662
  - TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE—4855
- Recruitment and Retention
- Coverage of Riverdale Heights’ area—discontinue double dispatching to improve this situation
- Partial coverage of West Lanham Hills’ (#828) EMS response area
- VSU days, especially those on short notice
- Young membership
- Fundraising opportunities
- Drivers
  - (daytime drivers when career staff is not available that volunteers must cover)

**Miscellaneous**

- HVAC renovation and bunkroom renovation submitted for FY 12-18 CIP budget
- Active participation in the Emergency Transportation Fee program
- Injury/LODD General Order
- Active participation with the 700 MHz radio system implementation